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ADDENDUM-I

Clarification(s) counter to queries from various vendors for the supply of

"High End Workstation with Three Years Warranty"

TenderNo.IITGN/COMP/LTN20|4-|5l0342Dated26'nNovember,20l4

1.1 Intel Xeon 2660 v3 (Eight core, 15 cache, 2.20Gh2,8.12GT/sec) - Is there aspecific technical

requiremenl lor rhe v3 (Haswell series) processor? The processor specs required as per

Ar rexure I of the tender document is for Intel Xeon 2660 V3, however the specs mentioned

againstitinbrackets(highlighted)arenotforthisprocessor.Kindlyconfirm.

Answer: Intel Xeon 2560 v2 (Eight core, 20 cache, 2.20Gh2, 8.00GT/sec) or Better. The

technical requirement is High End besktop that would be used to run daily desktop scientific

applications & simulations.

2.1 Based on the processor selection an appropriate RAM module will be elected (DDR3iDDR4)

Answer: DDR3/DDR4 as aPProPriate

3.1 Graphics card - In the document it only mentions NVIDIA graphics card. Since there are

many Nvidia Graphics cards available it would be nice if you could share the purpose of this

workstation (what type of application it will be used for), so a suitable Nvidia based graphic

card can be offered. Altemately if you have a specific card requirement, please share the

details so we can quote for it.

Answer: we want to run simulations (like Ansys, starccM+, Autodesk) & would project/plot

the same in plotting software (origin, Gnuplot, Sigmaplot etc) which would require very good

Graphics card quality.

4.1 Form factor - The description says "Workstation" which is usually a standing tower 4IJ

system, however as per required specs, its 1U Rack mountable with sliding rails. could you

piease confirm the required specification to avoid confusion?

Answer: We require a Tower PC & not 1U Rack kits


